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“The Transformation of a Wall Street Talent into a Hollywood Industry Veteran”

FULL TRANSLATION
Before the outbreak of the financial tsunami, a vacancy in the financial industry was a very
much sought‐after position; those well‐paid Wall Street fellows were considered haloed. As

the U.S. stock market slumped, though, many prestigious analysts, who once honored the
principle of “money first,” came to a different insight. They understood making money is
not the only way of life. During adversity, they should make use of their hobbies and
advantages rather than sticking to the finance industry. Meet John Gilbert Donaldson, Jr., an
ex‐Wall Street player who had resigned from a job that provided fame and wealth. He is
now working in the film industry.
Eighteen years ago, before there were any complicated investment products, Wall Street
seemed very promising. Twenty‐four‐year‐old Gilbert had just graduated with a bachelor’s
degree in Economics. To meet the expectations of his school and parents, he became a Wall
Street analyst working for different prominent financial institutes, including E.F. Hutton,
Shearson and U.S. Trust. As his outstanding performance and high caliber earned him much
praise and recognition, he resigned and set up a film production company called Laura Pels
Productions in 1994. “Everyone thought I was crazy. My boss and clients tried to persuade
me to stay; my parents were upset. Yet, I was not happy in those two years.”
Film production required versatility
Gilbert had loved movies since he was a child, but it is no easy task to be a film producer.
He describes the job as that of “superman”: he has to search for excellent scripts and the
right director. He has to recruit talents for different production stages – pre‐production,
production and post‐production, for posts including cameramen, lighting crew, film score
composers and actors, etc. He even needs to prepare the equipment and working schedule,
holding regular meetings to check on the progress.
Producers don’t have a fixed income; he can never tell if he is going to make a profit since it
all depends on the popularity of the movie. “Regardless of prosperity or adversity, I stick to
my plan and I have no regrets. Even though I have failed many times and everyone says I
am silly, I enjoy the excitement this job has to offer every second.”
Experience in financing benefits film production
Talking about his most memorable production, Gilbert uttered the name “Vanya on 42nd
Street” in 1994, which featured red haired star Julianne Moore and the famous director
Louis Malle. “We were running out of time and capital. Therefore, we had to work in the
studio for 24 hours for two weeks,” he recalled. Gilbert confessed it was crazy, but all the
hard work paid off when the movie received nominations and awards.
For the most challenging aspect of film production, it naturally comes to financing. Gilbert
said producers often need to deal with bankers and investors, therefore a familiarity with
global financing skills helps set the production of film straight. “I can still make use of my
social network in Wall Street and the knowledge I learned from university. This is the
extension of a learning process. It illustrates how knowledge can be applied in different
industries,” he said.

Part of the startup fund for the company came from two clients. “They didn’t even know
what I was going to do, but they said they would support whatever I wanted to try.”
Later on, many ex‐clients were willing to invest in his films, and the company financial
status thus remains sound.
Internet transmission helps cultivate audience flair
Technological advancements allow digital entertainment in different formats and sizes to
be transferred via the Internet freely. With a powerful personal computer, anyone can
browse, upload, download and restore movies, from average‐sized ones to bulky digital
productions.
Nevertheless, Gilbert is excited about this development. He believes this can promote the
movie industry to the mass audiences. As a digital film producer, he can’t help but worry
about his business, for Internet transmissions cast a shadow on the industry. “Our work
becomes more accessible. The unknown growth in audiences brings great excitement. As
audiences are exposed to more films, they will have better insights and we are looking
forward to this, too.”
He predicts that there will be days when you can enjoy movies with the quality of digital
cinema at home. Before that, the film industry has to pay more efforts, helping audiences to
understand the value of film. “The Internet provides a lot of free information, but movies
are not one of them. A movie is the result of the hard work of many artists and technicians.
It deserves the support from audiences.”
A film production experience in the West
The French movie “The Father of My Children” depicts a producer facing financial crisis:
overscheduled shooting, frozen bank accounts and investors who refuse to pay. In the face
of debts, unfinished film projects and budgets running dry, the protagonist committed
suicide. The story is an adaptation of a true story, and the leading character in real‐life was
a friend of Gilbert. “He was a talented producer. He had produced many outstanding art
films. We all loved him. The situation back then was really bad and he didn’t want to sell
the production company. He made the decision under great pressure. We felt so sorry and
woeful.”
Analysts are in demand, many rise to management in large enterprise
At the end of 2008, many Wall Street star analysts lost their jobs. Twenty‐six‐year‐old
Stephen Chen worked as an analyst at Bear Stearns, and it never occurred to him there
would be layoffs. “The company was famous for being aggressive, so the close down was
really out of the blue.” His friend Iris Chau, who worked for JP Morgan for 11 years, was laid
off too. They were forced to stop and think about their future careers. It was then that Iris’s
husband came back from the Philippines and told them the country was full of wasted tires;
he proposed to manufacture sustainable flip flops made with recycled rubber.

The trio rented a little office in Manhattan and set up GreenSoul, where they receive orders
from the Internet. No pay, no resources, no big bonuses, but Iris operates the company with
analyst‐like meticulous calculation. The trio is expecting to get the investment back within
six to eight months. By 2014, sales will reach up to one million pairs.
Apart from setting up businesses, many Wall Street analysts are hired as executives in large
enterprises. For example, Google hired UBS Technology Research Director Lisa Buyer in
2003 as a business optimization director. She took charge of the overall optimization in all
departments. This may sound vague, though the job is to integrate company operations to
prepare for listing. After having worked for Google for a year, Lisa Buyer then job‐hopped
to Tellme, focusing on audio data analyze solution.
Social networking and gaming company Playdom hired previous Wall Street analyst Christa
Quarles as CFO at the end of last year. Playdom is the developer of Mobsters, the successful
game that tops the game chart in MySpace and has an audience of over 14.2 million. The
industry hints that by hiring Quarles, Playdom is now preparing to be listed in the future.

